Abstract| This paper presents a novel framework for dynamically organizing mobile nodes in wireless ad-hoc networks into clusters in which the probability of path availability can be bounded. The purpose of the ( ; t)?Cluster is to help minimize the far-reaching e ects of topological changes while balancing the need to support more optimal routing. A mobility model for ad-hoc networks is developed and is used to derive expressions for the probability of path availability as a function of time. It is shown how this model provides the basis for dynamically grouping nodes into clusters using an e cient distributed clustering algorithm. Since the criteria for cluster organization depends directly upon path availability, the structure of the cluster topology is adaptive with respect to node mobility. Consequently, this framework supports an adaptive hybrid routing architecture that can be more responsive and e ective when mobility rates are low and more e cient when mobility rates are high.
ronments, mobile patient monitoring for improved critical care, distributed command and control systems, and mobile access to the global Internet. Furthermore, ad-hoc networks have the potential to serve as a ubiquitous wireless infrastructure capable of interconnecting many thousands of devices 31] with a wide range of capabilities and uses. In order to achieve this status, however, ad-hoc networks must evolve to support large numbers of heterogeneous systems with a wide range of application requirements 21, 5] .
Communication between arbitrary end-points in an adhoc network requires routing over multiple-hop wireless paths. The main di culty arises because without a xed infrastructure these paths consist of wireless links whose end-points are likely to be moving independently of one another. Consequently, node mobility causes the frequent failure and activation of links, leading to increased network congestion while the network's routing algorithm reacts to the topology changes. Unlike xed infrastructure networks where link failures are comparatively rare events, the rate of link failure due to node mobility is the primary obstacle to routing in ad-hoc networks.
The e ectiveness of adaptive routing algorithms depends upon the the timeliness and detail of the topology information available to them. However, minimizing the exchange of information is crucial for e cient operation. In an ad-hoc network signi cant rates of topological change are expected; consequently, the distribution of up-to-date information can easily saturate the network. Furthermore, information arriving late due to latency can drive network routing into instability. Since the rate of link failure is directly related to node mobility, greater mobility increases both the volume of control tra c required to maintain routes and the congestion due to tra c backlogs. Thus, a crucial algorithm design objective in order to achieve routing responsiveness and e ciency is the minimization of reaction to mobility 27].
Existing schemes for routing in ad-hoc networks can be classi ed according to four broad categories, namely, proactive routing, ooding, reactive routing and dynamic clusterbased routing. Pro-active routing protocols periodically distribute routing information throughout the network in order to pre-compute paths to all possible destinations. Although this approach can ensure higher quality routes in a static topology, it does not scale well to large, highly dynamic networks. By contrast, ooding based routing requires no knowledge of network topology. Packets are broadcast to all destinations with the expectation that they will eventually reach their intended target. Under light tra c conditions ooding can be reasonably robust. However, it generates an excessive amount of tra c in large networks, and it is di cult to achieve ooding reliably 30] when the topology is highly dynamic. Consequently, it does not seem that a routing strategy based exclusively on pro-active routing or ooding can achieve the objectives required for ad-hoc routing.
In a reactive routing strategy, the design objective is accomplished by maintaining paths on a demand-basis using a query-response mechanism. This limits the total number of destinations to which routing information must be maintained, and, consequently, the volume of control tra c required to achieve routing. The shortcomings of this approach include the possibility of signi cant delay at route setup time, the large volume of far reaching control tra c required to support the route query mechanism, and lower path quality relative to pro-active routing. Furthermore, despite the objective of maintaining only desired routes, the route query could propagate to every node in a network during the initial path setup causing each node to establish paths even when they are only required by certain sources.
In dynamic cluster-based routing, the network is dynamically organized into partitions called clusters with the objective of maintaining a relatively stable e ective topology 21]. The membership in each cluster changes over time in response to node mobility and is determined by the criteria speci ed in the clustering algorithm. In order to limit far reaching reactions to topology dynamics, complete routing information is maintained only for intra-cluster routing. Inter-cluster routing is achieved by hiding the topology details within a cluster from external nodes and using hierarchical aggregation, reactive routing, or a combination of both techniques. The argument made against dynamic clustering is that the re-arrangement of the clusters and the assignment of nodes to clusters may require excessive processing and communications overhead, which outweigh its potential bene ts. If the clustering algorithm is complex or can not quantify a measure of cluster stability, these obstacles may be di cult to overcome.
A desirable design objective for an architectural framework capable of supporting routing in large ad-hoc networks subject to high rates of node mobility incorporates the advantages of cluster-based routing and balances the tradeo between reactive and pro-active routing while minimizing the shortcomings of each. Furthermore, the consequences of node mobility suggest the need to include a quantitative measure of mobility directly in the network organization or path selection process. Speci cally, a strategy capable of evaluating the probability of path availability over time and of basing clustering or routing decisions on this metric can help minimize the reaction to topological changes. Such a strategy can limit the propagation of far reaching control information while supporting higher quality routing in highly mobile environments.
The purpose of this paper is to present the ( ; t)?Cluster framework, which de nes a strategy for dynamically organizing the topology of an ad-hoc network in order to adaptively balance the tradeo between pro-active and demandbased routing by clustering nodes according to node mobility. This is achieved by specifying a distributed asynchronous clustering algorithm that maintains clusters which satisfy the ( ; t)-criteria that there is a probabilistic bound, , on the mutual availability of paths between all nodes in the cluster over a speci ed interval of time, t. In order to evaluate the ( ; t)-criteria, a mobility model is proposed which characterizes the movement of nodes in large ad-hoc networks. It is shown how this model is used to determine the probability of path availability when links are subject to failure due to node mobility.
Based on the ( ; t)?Cluster framework, intra-cluster routing requires a pro-active strategy, whereas inter-cluster routing is demand-based. Consequently, the framework speci es an adaptive-hybrid scheme whose balance is dynamically determined by node mobility. In networks with low rates of mobility, ( ; t)?Clustering provides an infrastructure which is more pro-active. This enables more optimal routing by increasing the distribution of topology information when the rate of change is low. When mobility rates become very high, cluster size will be diminished and reactive routing will dominate. The ( ; t)?Cluster framework decouples the routing algorithm speci cation from the clustering algorithm, and, thus, it is exible enough to support evolving ad-hoc network routing strategies 13, 27, 29, 15] in both the intra and inter-cluster domains.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review of the signi cant contributions in the area of dynamic clustering for ad-hoc networks. The characterization of the ( ; t)?Cluster and the cluster routing methodology is described in Section 3. Details of the the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm are presented in Section 4.
The mobility model used to characterize link and path availability is developed in Section 5, and simulation results demonstrating the e ectiveness of the ( ; t)?Cluster framework are presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions of this work are presented in Section 7.
Related Work
Several dynamic clustering strategies have been proposed in the literature 31, 25, 21, 10] . While these strategies differ in the criteria used to organize the clusters and in the implementation of the distributed clustering algorithms, none of the proposed schemes uses prediction of node mobility as a criteria for cluster organization. Clustering decisions in each of these schemes are based on static views of the network at the time of each topology change. Consequently, they do not provide for a quantitative measure of cluster stability. In contrast, the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy forms the cluster topology using criteria based directly on node mobility. According to 31], the ability to predict the future state of an ad-hoc network comprised of highly mobile nodes is essential if the network control algorithms are expected to maintain any substantive quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees to real-time connections.
The Multimedia Support for Wireless Network (MMWN) system proposed by Ramanathan and Steenstrup 31] is based upon a hybrid architecture which includes the characteristics of ad-hoc and cellular networks. Their framework uses hierarchical routing over dynamic clusters which are organized according to a set of system parameters that control the size of each cluster and the number of hierarchical levels. Aggregation of routing information is used to achieve scalability and limit the propagation of topological change information. A multilevel strategy is used to repair virtual-circuit (VC) connections which have been disturbed due to node mobility. MMWN does not predict node movement. Consequently, it is unable to provide a quantitative bound on the stability of its cluster organization.
Krishna, Vaidya, Chatterjee and Pradhan 25] proposed a scheme which dynamically organizes the topology into k-clusters, where nodes in a cluster are mutually reachable via k-hop paths. The algorithm considers k = 1, and reduces to nding cliques in the physical topology. Using a rst-t heuristic, the algorithm attempts to nd the largest cliques possible. Although the algorithm does not form optimal clusters, it still requires a three-pass operation each time a topology change occurs: one for nding a set of feasible clusters; a second for choosing the largest of the feasible clusters that are essential to maintain cluster connectivity; and a third to eliminate any existing clusters which are made super uous by the new clusters.
The objective of the scheme proposed by Lin and Gerla 21] di ers signi cantly from the previous examples. Rather than using clustering to minimize the network's reaction to topological changes, their scheme is intended to provide controlled access to the bandwidth and scheduling of the nodes in each cluster in order to provide QoS support. Hierarchical routing and path maintenance were a secondary concern. The proposed algorithm is very simple and uses node ID numbers to deterministically build clusters of nodes that are reachable by two-hop paths.
The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) proposed by Haas and Perlman 13] is a hybrid strategy which attempts to balance the tradeo between pro-active and reactive routing. The objective of ZRP is to maintain pro-active routing within a zone and to use a query-response mechanism to achieve inter-zone routing. In ZRP each node maintains its own hop-count constrained routing zone; consequently, zones do not re ect a quantitative measure of stability, and the zone topology overlaps arbitrarily. These characteristics di er from ( ; t)?Clusters, which are determined by node mobility and do not overlap. Both strategies assume a proactive routing protocol for intra-zone/cluster routing, and each organizes its topology based upon information maintained by that protocol. ZRP also de nes the query control scheme to achieve inter-zone routing. Although ZRP is not a clustering algorithm and the ( ; t)?Cluster framework is not a routing protocol, the comparison demonstrates a close relationship which could be leveraged by incorporating the ( ; t)?Cluster into ZRP. The use of ( ; t)?Clusters in ZRP could achieve more e cient and adaptive hybrid routing without signi cantly increasing its complexity.
( ; t)?Cluster Framework
Hierarchical routing has been shown to be essential in order to achieve at least adequate levels of performance in very large networks 17, 18] . In xed infrastructure networks, hierarchical aggregation achieves the e ect of making a large network appear much smaller from the perspective of the routing algorithm. Cluster-based routing in ad-hoc networks can also make a large network appear smaller, but, more importantly, it can make a highly dynamic topology appear much less dynamic. Unlike the cluster organization of a xed network, the organization of an ad-hoc network cannot be achieved o -line. The assignment of mobile nodes to clusters must be a dynamic process; wherein, the nodes are self-organizing and adaptable with respect to node mobility. Consequently, it is necessary to design an algorithm which dynamically implements the self-organizing procedures in addition to de ning the criteria for building clusters.
The objective of the ( ; t)?Cluster framework is to maintain an e ective topology which adapts to node mobility, so that routing can be more responsive and optimal when mobility rates are low and more e cient when they are high. This is accomplished by a simple distributed clustering algorithm using a probability model for path availability as the basis for clustering decisions. The algorithm dynamically organizes the nodes of an ad-hoc network into clusters where probabilistic bounds can be maintained on the availability of paths to cluster destinations over a speci ed interval of time.
The ( ; t)?Cluster framework can also be used as the basis for the development of adaptive schemes for probabilistic QoS guarantees in ad-hoc networks. Speci cally, support for QoS in time-varying networks requires addressing (1) connection-level issues related to path establishment and management to ensure the existence of a connection between the source and the destination, and (2) packet-level performance issues in terms of delay bounds, throughput, and acceptable error rates. Ideally, it is desirable to guarantee that the QoS requirements of on-going connections are preserved for their entire duration. Unfortunately, this is not possible in a time-varying network environment as connections may fail randomly due to user mobility. A more realistic and practical approach is to provide some form of probabilistic QoS guarantees by keeping connection failures below a pre-speci ed threshold value, and by ensuring, with high probability, that a minimum level of bandwidth is always available to on-going connections.
Based upon the intra-cluster routing model proposed in Subsection 3.2 and using the estimates of path availability and other link status metrics provided through the routing algorithm, a connection admission control algorithm could determine, with high probability, whether or not su cient resources are available to support the requirements of an intra-cluster connection over a speci c period of time. In order to achieve similar QoS guarantees across the intercluster domain, the ( ; t)?Cluster framework could be ex-tended to support a dynamic hierarchical architecture in which resource information within each cluster is aggregated and a second level of clustering algorithm maintains ( ; t)-paths between clusters using virtual-links 1 . Hierarchical QoS based routing and admissions control schemes are not considered further in this paper.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows:
The ( ; t)?Cluster is formally characterized in Subsection 3.1. The implementation of routing is discussed in Subsection 3.2. Finally, a methodology for selecting the system parameters, and t, is presented in Subsection 3.3.
( ; t)?Cluster Characterization
The basic idea of the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy is to partition the network into clusters of nodes that are mutually reachable along cluster internal paths 2 that are expected to be available for a period of time t with a probability of at least . The union of the clusters in a network must cover all the nodes in the network.
De nition 3.1 Let P k m;n (t) indicate the status of path k from node n to node m at time t. P k m;n (t) = 1 if all the links in the path are active at time t, and P k m;n (t) = 0 if one or more links in the path are inactive at time t. The path availability k m;n (t) between two nodes n and m at time t t 0 is given by the following probability expression: De nition 3.4 An ( ; t)?cluster is a set of ( ; t)?available nodes.
De nition 3.4 states that every node in an ( ; t)?cluster has a path to every other node in the cluster that will be available at time t 0 +t with a probability . The cluster characterization, as de ned above, requires a model which quanti es the ( ; t)-path availability as given in De nition 3.1. Path availability is a random process, which depends upon the mobility of the nodes which lie along a given path. Consequently, the mobility characteristics of the nodes play an important role in the characterization of this process. In Section 5, a mobility model for large ad-hoc networks is proposed, and the probability distributions for the aggregate distance and trajectory covered by a node over time are derived. These distributions provide the basis for developing analytical models for link availability. It is also shown how this model can be used to derive expressions for path availability which can be e ciently evaluated by the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm.
1 A virtual-link represents the set of physical-links which connect nodes in one cluster to nodes in another cluster. 2 A cluster internal path consists exclusively of nodes which are members of the cluster. 
( ; t)?Cluster Routing Methodology
The logical relationship between the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm, the routing algorithm, and the other network-layer entities is depicted in Figure-1 . The cluster algorithm resides logically between the routing-layer and the Internet MANET 3 Encapsulation Protocol (IMEP) 4 6] . As such, the cluster algorithm presents a logical topology to the routing algorithm, and it accepts feedback from the routing algorithm in order to adjust that logical topology and make clustering decisions. To support the ( ; t)?Cluster framework, IMEP or an equivalent protocol must identify a node's cluster identi er number (CID) to neighboring nodes, and include the CID in the encapsulation of the routing information packets. A protocol which provides the functionality of IMEP along with these enhancements will be referred to in this paper as a network-interface layer protocol. A two-level routing algorithm adaptively subdivides the task of establishing and maintaining routes to mobile destinations. Intra-cluster routing uses a pro-active strategy, whereby each node in a cluster maintains topology information and routes to every cluster destination for the duration of the time that the node remains in a given cluster. Routes to destinations outside of a node's cluster are established on a demand basis only. Consequently, a reactive routing strategy must be implemented to setup inter-cluster routes.
Intra-cluster Routing: Intra-cluster routing can be implemented with any distributed routing algorithm which can pro-actively maintain routes to a set of mobile destinations. Similar to ZRP, which uses hop-count 11], the ( ; t)?Cluster uses a path availability based membership to limit the propagation of routing updates. Those MANET protocols which have been designed speci cally to operate as reactive protocols can still function as intra-cluster protocols in which the demand for a route is produced by the cluster algorithm. However, because the ( ; t)-criteria establishes a lower bound on the availability of cluster paths, preference is given to those algorithms capable of incorporating link and path availability information as a routing metric and of using maximum availability as an optimization criteria when establishing paths. Arguments have been made against path optimization in ad-hoc networks 7, 27]; however, these arguments are based upon the assumption of a monolithic network without clustering. ( ; t)?Clusters gradually adapt the cluster topology to maintain a consistent level of path stability such that path optimization becomes e ective.
In Subsection 5.3, it is shown how the path availability can be calculated from the individual link availabilities along the path. This can be accomplished based on aggregated path information using a modi ed Bellman-Ford algorithm to nd the maximum availability path or using Dijkstra's algorithm if complete link status information is available. Because path availability is a time-varying quantity which depends on the individual link properties, it is more e cient if the characteristics of the links are known at each node. To overcome the shortcomings of link-state protocols, several alternatives which provide complete link status information along selected paths have been proposed for use in highly dynamic environments. Examples which are well adapted for intra-cluster routing include the Link Vector Algorithm (LVA) 9] and the Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) 24]. Based on complete link status information, it is possible to estimate the current link availability anywhere in the cluster without periodic routing updates. If aggregated routing information is used, the path availability information will become outdated without periodically updating the path status.
A node's membership in a cluster is implied by the contents of the routing tables distributed among the active nodes in that cluster. No distinct cluster table is required since it is the routing algorithm as modulated by the cluster algorithm which determines the set of nodes that are in the cluster. Consequently, a node's routing table gives a complete picture of its current view of the cluster. Accordingly, cluster convergence is simply a matter of the convergence of the routing tables in the cluster.
Inter-cluster Routing: Inter-cluster routing is achieved using a demand-based protocol that establishes paths by executing a path-search query and response algorithm. With respect to this process, each node can be considered as a route cache for the set of nodes in its cluster. In the worst case, the response phase will begin as soon as the rst node in the target destination's cluster receives the route query. Queries will never be propagated further into the cluster in which the target destination resides.
One methodology for maintenance of end-to-end routing between destinations in di erent clusters is direct implementation of a at-routed reactive routing protocol such as the Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) 26, 27] or the Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Algorithm (AODV) 28]. Speci cally, each node requiring a route rst searches for the desired destination in its cluster routing table which is maintained pro-actively by the intracluster routing protocol. If the destination is not found, the node initiates a route discovery process if it is the source node, or it propagates the request if it is processing another node's route query. As such, every node will participate in two routing protocols: one within a cluster and one for non-cluster destinations. Consequently, each node will be able to maintain routes to any connected destination.
The problem with the at-routed reactive approach is that it fails to take advantage of the cluster topology, which could be used to more e ciently manage the route discovery and maintenance processes. To address this shortcoming, an improved methodology for ( ; t)?Cluster interconnection is proposed which leverages the cluster topology in order to more e ciently discover and maintain end-to-end routing between nodes in di erent destinations by adapting the ZRP IntErzone Routing Protocol (IERP). IERP assumes a topology comprised of a sequence of overlapping zones and speci es a bordercasting technique which is used to e ciently construct routes across multiple zones. However, IERP as de ned for ZRP cannot be directly applied to the interconnection of ( ; t)?Clusters since these clusters are designed not to overlap. To bridge the di erences between the requirements of IERP and the properties of the ( ; t)?Clusters, the following adaptations are required:
1. The border nodes of an ( ; t)?Cluster consist of the set of nodes which are adjacent to nodes that are not members of the same cluster. Each border node treats adjacent clusters 5 as super-nodes and advertise reachability to those super-nodes within their ( ; t)?Cluster. Consequently, each node in a cluster has knowledge of and pro-actively maintains routes to the set of adjacent clusters identi ed by the border nodes. 2. The bordercasting process de ned by IERP must be modi ed to allow the exchange of the route query from the egress border node of one cluster to the ingress border node of its adjacent clusters.
Each ( ; t)?Cluster egress border node processing an
IERP route query will append its CID to the route query and forward one copy of the query to those neighboring nodes which are ingress border nodes in adjacent clusters. Consequently, a sequence of CIDs is accumulated, which represents an inter-cluster route to the desired destination.
4. Each ( ; t)?Cluster ingress border node searches its routing table for the destination. If the destination is found, the node appends its CID to the accumulated sequence of CIDs in the route query and returns it in the response message which is sent back along the accumulated sequence of clusters in reverse order.
Unlike ZRP, this modi ed scheme builds a route as a sequence of clusters rather than nodes. The speci c paths across each cluster are determined dynamically by the intracluster routing algorithm. Since each node in a cluster maintains routes to the set of adjacent clusters, this methodology provides a strategy which is robust in that routes will remain viable so long as the cluster adjacencies remain intact|even if the speci c border nodes change. Thus, it is highly adaptive with respect to node mobility and requires less reactive route maintenance.
( ; t)?Cluster Parameters
Evaluation of ( ; t)-paths requires speci cation of two system parameters, and t. The e ects of these parameters are tightly coupled, making it di cult to select optimal values. Large values for t seem desirable as they imply more cluster stability and reduce the computational requirements of cluster maintenance. However, large t will drive down the path availability between nodes of the cluster for the same mobility patterns|making it more di cult to achieve the required lower bound, . Consequently, large values of t will tend to result in smaller clusters, whereas, small values of t will increase the cluster size which results in more optimal routing with increased routing overhead.
Since establishes a lower bound on the probability that a given cluster path will remain available for time t, it controls the cluster's inherent stability. Thus, for a given level of stability the role of t is to manage the cluster size, which controls the balance between routing optimality and eciency. Given that no single pair of values for and t can be optimal or even su cient in all situations, at least one of the parameters should be adaptive. In particular, appropriate bounds on path availability should consider the level of tra c and possibly the QoS requirements of connections routed through the cluster in order to ensure a su cient level of cluster stability which will support those connections with high probability. In the remainder of this section a methodology is proposed for adaptive maintenance of the system parameter . The above observations suggest that the value chosen for should re ect tra c conditions. Assuming that path availability is an ergodic process, it represents the average proportion of time an ( ; t)-path is available to carry data.
Consequently, places a lower bound on the e ective capacity of the path over an interval of length t. This bound must be su cient to support the current tra c load. If QoS support is considered, the bound must be high enough to support the bandwidth which has been allocated to realtime connections.
Clearly, if the underlying topology is so unstable that ooding is the only viable routing strategy, then no algorithm will be able to achieve the key requirements. Furthermore, if the topology is static or quasi-static, then the nature of clustering, and thus the design criteria, will be substantially di erent. In this case optimal clustering can be achieved either with o -line approaches or using centralized algorithms based on complete topological information. Somewhere in between these two extremes lies the domain for dynamic clustering. This is where the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm is designed to operate.
( ; t)?Clusters are dynamic entities which are created, expanded, contracted and eventually terminated based upon routing information which is maintained on a set of cooperating mobile nodes. Other than the dissemination of topology information by the intra-cluster routing protocol, the cluster algorithm does not require any additional message types; however, it must be able to trigger a routing update when joining or leaving a cluster. The strength of the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm is that it is minimal and requires no far-reaching inter-nodal coordination when initiating clustering activity. Its role is to modulate the actions of the intra-cluster routing algorithm by e ectively ltering its view of the network. This is achieved by manipulating the node's CID and exploiting functionalities which already exist or can easily be incorporated into existing protocols at the routing and network-interface layers.
A distributed asynchronous algorithm is speci ed for maintaining ( ; t)?Clusters. The algorithm is simple, efcient, and self starting. Every node in a cluster participates in a pro-active routing protocol wherein the scope of routing information propagation is controlled by the nodes' view of their cluster membership. A node neither processes nor propagates routing information from nodes which are not identi ed as belonging to its own cluster. However, routing information from nodes which do belong to its cluster is processed and disseminated. No centralized control over the clustering process is required. Nodes can asynchronously join, leave, or create clusters. The algorithm is event driven, and its actions depend upon the nodes' ability to satisfy the ( ; t)-criteria with respect to their current cluster or the cluster they are attempting to join. The ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm is driven by both hardstate and soft-state events. Speci cally, topological changes, which are detected locally or learned through routing updates, trigger speci c actions by the algorithm. Hard-state events include node activation, node deactivation, link activation, and link failure. In general, the algorithm requires clustered nodes to determine whether or not the ( ; t)-criteria continues to be satis ed following a topological change. Additionally, soft-state is maintained at each node through the use of a timer referred to as the -timer.
This timer determines the maximum time, t, for which the node can guarantee path availability to each cluster destination with probability . The expiration of the -timer is treated by the algorithm as a topological change requiring the node to re-evaluate the ( ; t)-criteria with respect to its cluster.
All cluster actions are implied by information received through routing and network-interface layer protocol information. In the remainder of this section, the ve events which drive the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm, namely, node activation, link activation, link failure, expiration of thetimer and node deactivation, and the actions taken by a node in response to each of these events are described. The section concludes with a discussion of the major properties of the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm.
Node Activation
The primary objective of an activating node 6 is to discover an adjacent node and join its cluster. In order to accomplish this, it must be able to obtain topology information for the cluster from its neighbor and execute its routing algorithm to determine the ( ; t)-availability of all the destination nodes in that cluster. The source node can join a cluster if and only if all the destinations are reachable via ( ; t)-paths. Such a cluster is referred to as a feasible cluster. The source node will continue checking each neighbor in sequence until it nds a feasible cluster or runs out of neighbors. If the source node is unable to join a cluster, it will create its own cluster, referred to as an orphan cluster, and wait for another opportunity to cluster with other nodes.
The rst step upon node activation is the initialization of the source node's CID to a pre-de ned value which indicates its unclustered status. The network-interface layer protocol is required to advertise the node's CID as part of the neighbor greeting protocol 23] and in the header of the encapsulation protocol. This enables nodes to easily identify the cluster status and membership of neighboring nodes and of the source of the routing updates|a necessary function to control the dissemination of routing information.
When its network-interface layer protocol identi es one or more neighboring nodes, the source node performs the following actions. First, the source node identi es the CIDs associated with each neighbor. Next, it evaluates the link availability associated with each neighbor according to either a system default mobility pro le or mobility information obtained through the network-interface layer protocol or physical-layer sensing. The precise methodology and the information required for the evaluation of link availability is described in Subsection 5.3. Finally, the neighbors, having discovered the unclustered status of the source node, automatically generate and transmit complete cluster topology information, which they have stored locally as a result of participating in the cluster's intra-cluster routing protocol. This topology synchronization function is a standard feature of typical pro-active routing protocols when a router discovers the activation of a link to a new router. The source node does not immediately send its topology information to any of the neighbors.
Having completed the above actions, the source node proceeds according to the cluster status of the identi ed neighbors. If none of the neighbors are clustered, the source node sets a randomized back-o -timer during which time it delays any further clustering activity. The purpose of this timer is to e ectively spread out the clustering of nodes which have activated more or less simultaneously. This minimizes the probability that each of these nodes is forced to create an orphan cluster. If the source node has identied one or more adjacent clusters it will evaluate each such cluster's feasibility in turn. The precise algorithm steps for evaluating cluster feasibility depend upon the nature of the topology information|distance-vector or link-state| and the routing algorithm. If the source node determines that a cluster is feasible, it joins that cluster.
The cluster join action is achieved asynchronously without any additional inter-nodal coordination. The source node sets its CID to equal the CID of the cluster it is joining, and it generates its own routing update, which is broadcast to its neighbors. Recognizing their own CIDs in the routing update, those neighbors which are members of the target cluster process the source node's routing update. In doing so, the routing protocol automatically adds the source node as a destination in their respective routing tables, which infers cluster membership. If the source node's network-interface layer protocol detects no adjacent nodes, or its attempts to join an adjacent cluster fail due to cluster infeasibility, the cluster algorithm generates and sets a globally unique CID which will be used in subsequent neighbor greeting exchanges. In this orphaned state the ( ; t)-criteria is trivial because the path availability of the source node to itself is always 1:0. In order to periodically re-attempt to join a neighboring cluster, the node's -timer is set to the value of the system parameter t. 
Link Activation
A link activation detected by a clustered node which is not an orphan is treated as an intra-cluster routing event. Hence, the topology update will be disseminated throughout the cluster. Unlike reactive routing which respond after path failure, the dissemination of link activation updates is a key factor to an ( ; t)?Cluster node's ability to nd new ( ; t)-paths in anticipation of future link failures or the expiration of the -timer.
The objective of an orphan node is to either have its own cluster expanded through the actions of other nodes or to join an existing cluster unless node mobility is very high. Link activation triggers an orphan node's attempt to join a cluster. In order to receive cluster topology information from its new neighbor, the orphan node must temporarily reset its CID to indicate its unclustered status. Only information received from nodes which are in the same cluster as a destination or in the unclustered state are passed by the cluster algorithm protocol to the routing-layer (See Figure-1 ). Thus, by changing its CID the orphan node triggers the transmission of routing updates from its neighbor. Upon receiving the cluster topology information, the node evaluates cluster feasibility and either joins the cluster or returns to its orphan cluster status depending upon the outcome of the evaluation. Figure-3 shows the pseudo-code for the algorithm executed by an orphan node upon detecting a link activation.
Link Failure
The objective of a node detecting a link failure is to determine if the link failure has caused the loss of any ( ; t)-paths to destinations in the cluster. A node's response to a link failure event is two-fold. First, each node must update its view of the cluster topology and re-evaluate the path availability to each of the cluster destinations remaining in the node's routing table. Second, each node forwards information regarding the link failure to the remaining cluster destinations. This second action is a function of the routing protocol. Each node receiving the topology update re-evaluates its ( ; t)-paths as if it had directly expe- rienced the link failure. When evaluating path availability to destination nodes within the cluster following a topology change, it is necessary to adjust the timing parameter to re ect that the -timer has not yet expired. Use of the full value of t would unnecessarily penalize the nodes by requiring a path availability which is higher (further out in time) than required by the cluster criteria. Thus, the estimated availabilities will re ect the probabilities evaluated at the maximum time for which this node has already made its probabilistic guarantee.
Using the topology information available at each node, the current link availability information is estimated and maximum availability paths are calculated to each destination node in the cluster. If the node detects that a destination has become unreachable, then the node assumes that the destination has deactivated or otherwise departed from the cluster. In this case, the destination is removed from the node's routing table and will not be considered further in the evaluation of ( ; t)-paths. If a node detects that any of the remaining cluster nodes are connected within the cluster but not ( ; t)-reachable, it will voluntarily leave the cluster. A node leaves a cluster by sending a routing update to its neighbors indicating that the status of all its links are down or equivalently in nite distance to itself. It then resets its own CID to the unclustered value and proceeds according to the rules for node activation. No further action is required following a link failure if the node successfully evaluated ( ; t)-paths to each destination in the cluster. Figure-4 presents pseudo code of the algorithm executed by a node which detects a link failure through the services of the network-interface layer protocol or receives a topology update which re ects a link failure.
Expiration of -timer
The -timer controls cluster maintenance through periodic execution of the intra-cluster routing algorithm at each node in a cluster. Using the topology information available at each node, the current link availability information is estimated and maximum availability paths are calculated to each destination node in the cluster. If any of the paths are not ( ; t)-paths, then the node leaves the cluster. -timer based cluster maintenance is asynchronous and requires no inter-nodal communications other than the action required for a node's departure from its cluster. The precise actions taken by a node upon the expiration of its -timer are virtually identical to the actions taken by a node when it detects a link or node failure, with the exception that the -timer triggers an orphan node to re-attempt to join a cluster in a manner which is identical to link activation.
Cluster maintenance based on -timer expiration accomplishes two fundamental objectives in the ( ; t)?Cluster framework. First, it provides the mechanism by which nodes pro-actively seek to extend their path availability guarantees|thereby providing the basis for achieving cluster stability. Nodes which are unable to do this leave the cluster|with the objectives of shrinking the cluster in order to improve its stability for the remaining nodes and nding a better cluster for itself. Secondly, -timer maintenance leads to topological synchronization, which provides the basis for cluster convergence. The issue of cluster convergence is discussed further in Subsection 4.6.
Since each node in a cluster maintains an independent -timer, which is started when a node joins the cluster, a natural phase shift exists across the nodes in a cluster, which produces the desirable e ect of distributing the collective reactions to changes in path availability. This allows for gradual adjustments in cluster routing and membership. Because it is treated as a topology change, the pseudo-code in Figure-4 also applies to -timer expiration.
Node Deactivation
The event of node deactivation encompasses four related events, namely, graceful deactivation, sudden failure, cluster disconnection, and voluntary departure from the cluster. In general, each of these events trigger a response by the routing protocol. As a result, nodes determine that the node which has deactivated is no longer reachable.
In the cases of graceful deactivation and voluntary departure, the deactivating node announces its departure by disseminating a topology update to all the nodes in the cluster, which indicates the failure of all its incident links. Nodes receiving this status update e ectively erase the node from their own view of the cluster.
If a node becomes disconnected from the cluster due to mobility, or the node fails suddenly, the response of the nodes will depend on the speci c sequence of events which lead to the convergence of routing in the cluster. A node can recognize for itself that is has become cluster disconnected by virtue of losing paths to the entire set of nodes in the cluster. Hence, it becomes an orphan node and pro-ceeds according to the rules previously described for an activating node. However, the remaining nodes in its original cluster may not immediately be able to determine that this node is unreachable and will attempt to re-evaluate their ( ; t)-paths to the destination. In this case, these nodes may determine that the destination is no longer reachable via an ( ; t)-path, and, consequently, they will also leave the cluster voluntarily, which is a recoverable, although sub-optimal, response.
Each node receiving a topology update which re ects the node deactivation in the cluster uses the new topology information in order to evaluate ( ; t)?paths to the remaining cluster-connected destinations in the cluster. Should the node fail to nd an ( ; t)?path to any of the destination nodes in the cluster, it leaves the current cluster and proceeds according to the rules of node activation previously described. These actions are also re ected by the pseudo-code in Figure- 
Discussion
The design of the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm was predicated upon two basic tenets: (1) Optimality is inherently di cult or impossible to achieve in highly dynamic environments which are constrained by the limitations of the physical media, and (2) e ciency is more important than optimality in these environments in order to achieve acceptable levels of performance. Consequently, the overriding design principle was based on this fundamental tradeo .
Speci cally, two observations can be made about the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm with respect to the aforementioned design tradeo s. First, no attempt was made to maintain or specify the criteria for optimal cluster organization. This is a di cult problem even in a xed topology network in which cluster size is typically used as the basis for optimization. Second, minimization of inter-nodal coordination and communications was substantially more important than ensuring complete consensus at all times with respect to each clustering decision, so long as the cluster topology converges under stable conditions. Furthermore, the rate of topology change and network latency make synchronization of each clustering action through distributed consensus protocols infeasible|even if bandwidth and processing resources are plentiful. The remainder of this section presents discussion of the properties of the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm with respect to cluster convergence and partitioning.
( ; t)?Cluster Convergence: As a consequence of the design tradeo s, cluster convergence with respect to the requirements of De nition 3.4 is not guaranteed at every instant. Rather, each node asynchronously, and without far-reaching coordination with any other nodes, makes its own clustering decisions based upon the most recent information it has or can obtain directly from an adjacent node. Achieving a-priori consensus is prohibitively complex particularly because the asynchronous property of the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm permits any number of nodes to join a cluster simultaneously. Consequently, nodes make clustering decisions based on their ability to establish ( ; t)-paths in the forward direction without attempting to ensure that ( ; t)-paths exist in the reverse direction from all the nodes in the cluster. As a result of latency, it is therfore possible for a node to make a clustering decision without complete knowledge of the set of nodes that are in the cluster. Figure-5 illustrates these two concepts and demonstrates how cluster convergence is achieved.
In Figure-5(a) , node m is depicted within range of node a at time t 0 . Having received topology information from node a, node m has evaluated ( ; t)-paths to nodes a,b,c, and d, which are in a cluster together. The dashed lines in the gure represent the ( ; t)-paths. Node m now joins the cluster by setting its CID and disseminating its own routing information update to the existing nodes in the cluster.
Note that at time t 0 no ( ; t)-paths have been con rmed from the existing nodes in the cluster back to node m. In Figure-5(b) , node n is shown at time t 1 , just after having come into range of node d. Node d still has not established that node m has joined this cluster. Consequently, when node n evaluates ( ; t)-paths it does not include node m in the process. Assuming node n nds ( ; t)-paths to nodes a,b,c, and d, it joins the cluster.
Convergence is achieved when all nodes in the cluster have a common view of cluster membership. Assuming that no more nodes join the cluster after time t 1 , and that all the nodes' -timers expire in the interval t 1 < t < t such that each node executes cluster maintenance during that interval, then Figure-5(c) depicts the cluster state at time t when the cluster is guaranteed to be converged.
( ; t)?Cluster Partitioning: The most basic form of cluster partitioning involves the disconnection of a single node from its cluster. As discussed in Subsection 4.5, when a single node recognizes that it has become cluster disconnected it leaves the cluster. The response of the remaining nodes in the cluster depends upon the precise timing of events. These nodes will either logically remove the disconnected node from their views of the cluster or depart from the cluster if the remaining nodes are no longer reachable via an ( ; t)-path. However, if a partitioning exists with more than one node in each partition, it is possible for the nodes in each of these partitions to decide that the nodes in the other partitions have e ectively deactivated. Consequently, they will continue to operate under the assumption that their partition is the cluster. Under these circumstances it is possible for more than one cluster to exist with the same CID. However, it is essential to prevent duplicate CIDs from persisting because ambiguous CIDs can lead to inter-cluster routing con icts.
To resolve the problem of duplicate CIDs a renaming strategy is required. Speci cally, it must be possible to detect that a cluster has partitioned and for each partition to adopt unique CIDs. The strategy for achieving this is based upon embedding a globally unique node identi er (NID) into each CID. Consequently, each node in a cluster can determine the NID of the node which generated the cluster's current CID. This node will be referred to as the g replacements parent of the cluster, although it carries no other functional responsibility. Partition detection requires each node to detect when the cluster's parent node is removed or removes itself from the cluster. Renaming involves selection of a new parent and assignment of a new CID to a subset of nodes in a cluster following detection of a partition. Cluster renaming is achieved as follows: Upon detection of a cluster partition, each node determines if its NID is the lowest NID among the nodes in its cluster routing table. The node with the lowest NID generates a new CID, adopts that CID itself, and broadcasts a Cluster Rename message, which includes the previous and the new CIDs, to the nodes in its connected partition of the cluster. Each node receiving a Cluster Rename message adopts the new CID, e ectively joining a new cluster. If more than one node believes it has the lowest NID due to inconsistencies in the cluster routing tables, only the rst received Cluster Rename message will be accepted. In the worst case, the cluster partition may be subdivided into multiple new clusters. If a node does not have the lowest CID and does not receive a Cluster Rename message within a pre-speci ed timeout interval, the node leaves the cluster and proceeds according to the rules of node activation previously described.
Ad-Hoc Mobility Model
In this section, a random walk-based mobility model is developed for ad-hoc networks, and expressions are derived which characterize the distribution of aggregate distance and direction covered by a node over a speci c interval of time. Based upon this model, and assuming that a link is active if the distance between two nodes is less than a system dependent threshold 7 , the objective is to characterize their mobility and use this characterization to de- 7 The e ective distance threshold, also referred to as the range, is a function of numerous system dependent factors including but not limited to signal power, fading, noise immunity and receiver sensitivity.
termine the conditional probability that the nodes will be within range of each other at time t 0 + t, given that they are located within range of each other at time t 0 . Assuming that link failures are independent, and the rate of node deactivation is small relative to the rate of link failure, this model shows how to evaluate path availability|providing the basis for ( ; t)?Cluster management.
The model described in this section characterizes the aggregate behavior of nodes in a large network. In these environments, any correlation is assumed to be insigni cant due to the large number of independent nodes. In addition, recent performance studies of ad-hoc network routing protocols have adopted random uniform models 11, 8] or modi ed random models which include pause-times 4] in order to model node mobility. Pause-time random models are supported inherently by the model proposed in this paper because the speed of a mobile unit can be from any distribution, so long as it has a mean and standard-deviation. Furthermore, in a large ad-hoc network with many transient users, information which accurately re ects the detailed mobility characteristics of individual users is likely to be di cult or impossible to maintain. Consequently, in these types of environments the random assumption is reasonably optimal.
Random Ad-Hoc Mobility
The random ad-hoc mobility model proposed in this section is a continuous-time stochastic process, which characterizes the movement of nodes in a two-dimensional space. Based on the random ad-hoc mobility model, each node's movement consists of a sequence of random length intervals called mobility epochs during which a node moves in a constant direction at a constant speed. The speed and direction of each node varies randomly from epoch to epoch.
Consequently, during epoch i of duration T i n , node n moves a distance of V i n T i n in a straight line at an angle of i n .
The number of epochs during an interval of length t is the discrete random process N n (t). Figure-6 (a) illustrates the movement of node n over six mobility epochs, each of which is characterized by its direction, i n , and distance, V i n T i n .
The mobility pro le of node n moving according to the random ad-hoc mobility model requires three parameters:
n ; n and 2 n . The following list de nes these parameters and states the assumptions made in developing this model:
The Nodes with limited transmission range are assumed to experience frequent, random changes in speed and direction with respect to the length of time a link remains active between two nodes. Furthermore, it is assumed that the distributions of each node's mobility characteristics change slowly relative to the rate of link failure. Consequently, the distribution of the number of mobility epochs is stationary and relatively large while a link is active. Since the epoch lengths are IID exponentially distributed, N n (t) is a Poisson process with rate n . Hence, the expected number of epochs experienced by node n during the interval (0; t) while a link is active is n t 1.
These assumptions re ect a network environment in which there are a large number of heterogeneous nodes operating autonomously in a ad-hoc fashion, which conceptually re ects the environment considered in the design of the ( ; t)?Cluster framework. That is, while some nodes may share similar objectives and move together, there is a large enough population of nodes and frequency of events 8 that the overall correlation is insigni cant and the aggregate e ective movement can be modeled by a random process.
In order to characterize the availability of a link between two nodes over a period of time (t 0 ; t 0 + t), the distribution of the mobility of one node with respect to the other must be determined. To characterize this distribution, it is rst necessary to derive the mobility distribution of a single node in isolation. The single node distribution is extended to derive the joint mobility distribution which accounts for the mobility of one node with respect to the other. Using this joint mobility distribution, the link availability distribution is derived. If the link availability metric is known for each link along a path between two mobile nodes, assuming that links fail independently, the path availability is easily determined as the product of the individual link availability metrics. De nition 5.2R n (t) is the random mobility vector for node n. The magnitude R n (t) is equal to the distance from (X(t 0 ); Y (t 0 )) to (X(t 0 +t); Y (t 0 +t)), where (X( ); Y ( )) is the position of the node at time . The phase angle n is the angle of the line joining the two points. The random mobility vector can be expressed as a random sum of the epoch random mobility vectors:R n (t) = P Nn(t) 1R i n . Figure-6(a) shows a sample path for the movement of an arbitrary node n, over an interval of length t. For each epoch, the gure shows the epoch vectorR i n with magnitude V i n T i n and direction i n of the node during the epoch. The resulting random mobility vectorR n (t) is shown in Figure-6(b) , and it can be seen that it is the vector sum of the individual epoch vectors. The following lemma characterizes the magnitude and phase distributions ofR n (t).
Lemma 5.1 Consider a mobile node which is located at postion (X(t 0 ); Y (t 0 )) at time t 0 and moves according to a random ad-hoc mobility pro le, < n ; n ; 2 n >. LetR n (t) be the resulting random mobility vector. The phase angle, n , ofR n (t) represents the aggregate direction of the mobile node and is uniformly distributed over (0; 2 ), and the magnitude R n (t) represents the aggregate distance moved by the node and is approximately Raleigh distributed with parameter n = (2t= n )( 2 n + 2 n ):
Pr(R n (t) r) 1 ? exp( ?r 2 n ) 0 r 1 (6) The derivation of these distributions is an application of the theory of uniform random phasor sums 3]. The basic idea is to decompose the distance moved during each n are approximately normally distributed and are shown to have zero mean and variance = (t= n ) ( 2 n + 2 n ). Furthermore, X n (t) and Y n (t) are shown to be uncorrelated; therefore, the product of the two normal distributions gives the joint distribution of X and Y. This is transformed using standard methods into polar coordinates to produce the joint distribution with respect to R n (t) and n . The results of the lemma follow by taking the marginal distributions with respect to these random variables. Simulation results reported in 22] validate these analytical results.
The results of this section show that if a mobile node moves in a random uniform direction during each mobility epoch, the random nature of the mobile's direction is preserved over several direction and speed changes. Along with the distribution of the aggregate distance, this allows for the characterization of the joint mobility of two mobile nodes by considering the relative movement of one node with respect to the other. Joint Node Mobility: In cellular networks the characterization of mobility metrics 9 relies on the analysis of the 9 Residence time and hando rate are examples of mobility metrics. movement of a single node with respect to a xed point of reference 14, 32] . Based on the assumption of random link failures, the ad-hoc problem can be transformed into the cellular problem by considering the mobility of two nodes at a time and xing the frame of reference of one node with respect to the other. This transformation is accomplished by treating one of the nodes as if it were the base station of a cell, keeping it at a xed position. For each movement of this node, the other node is translated an equal distance in the opposite direction. These concepts are re ected in the following de nitions and lemmas:
De nition 5.3 The vectorR m;n (t), representing the equivalent random mobility vector of node m with respect to node n, is obtained by xing m's frame of reference to n's position, and moving m relative to that point. Lemma 5.2 Let two mobile nodes m and n move according to random ad-hoc mobility pro les, < m ; m ; 2 m > and < n ; n ; 2 n >, respectively. By Lemma-5.1 the random mobility vectors for each node areR m (t) andR n (t) with uniformly distributed direction and Raleigh distributed magnitude. Let m and n be the parameters of the Raleigh distributions. R m;n (t) is the magnitude of the di erencẽ R m (t) ?R n (t), and is Raleigh distributed with parameter m;n = m + n and the phase is uniformly distributed over (0; 2 ).
The X and Y components of the two uniformly distributed Raleigh phasorsR m (t) andR n (t) are each approximately normal with zero mean and variance = (t= m ) ( 2 m + 2 m ) and (t= n ) ( 2 n + 2 n ), respectively. Since the two nodes move independently according to the random ad-hoc model, the distributions of X m;n (t) = X m (t) ? X n (t) and Y m;n (t) = Y m (t) ? Y n (t) are also normal with zero mean and variance = (t= m ) ( m 2 + m 2 ) + (t= n ) ( n 2 + n 2 ). The result follows by taking the joint distribution of X m;n (t) and Y m;n (t), transforming into polar coordinates and taking the marginal distributions.
Lemma 5.3R m;n (t) =R m (t) ?R n (t) is the equivalent random mobility vector of node m with respect to node n.
Corollary 5.1 By Lemma-5.2 and Lemma-5.3, the equivalent random mobility vector node m with respect to node n is approximately Raleigh distributed and has a uniformly distributed direction.
Random Ad-Hoc Link Availability
In this section, the distributions for mobile node distance and direction are used to derive expressions for link availability based upon di erent initial conditions. Assuming that link failures are independent, and the rate of node deactivation is small relative to the rate of link failure, it is shown how the expression for link availability can be used to derive the path availability metric. Corollary-5.1 shows how the joint mobility problem can be transformed into an equivalent problem involving the movement of a single node. In this section, the result of Corollary-5.1, along with the distribution of the distance De nition 5.5 Link availability is the probability that there is an active link between two mobile nodes at time t 0 + t, given that there is an active link between them at time t 0 . Note that a link is still considered available at time t even if it experienced failures during one or more intervals (t i ; t j ): t 0 < t i < t j < t 0 + t. More speci cally, for nodes n and m, link availability is de ned as: A m;n (t) Pr(L m;n (t 0 + t) = 1jL m;n (t 0 ) = 1)
. Figure-7 demonstrates the mobility of two nodes initially separated by a distance C. The transformation from single node random mobility vectors to the equivalent random mobility vector can be derived by noting how the progression of the distance between the nodes proceeds in an identical manner in both cases. The movement of m relative to n is shown for each epoch, along with the resulting equivalent random mobility vectorR m;n (t). If m lies within the circular region of radius R eq 10 centered at n, the link between the two nodes is considered to be active.
Depending on the initial status and location of nodes m and n, two distinct cases of link availability can be identied. In the rst case, the link activation is caused by the activation of an adjacent node at time t 0 . In the second case, the link activation is caused by node mobility, specifically, the nodes move into range of each other at time t 0 . Assuming node n is active at time t 0 , the link availability models re ect the following initial conditions:
1. Node Activation: Node m becomes active at time t 0 , and is assumed to be at a random location within range of node n. 2. Link Activation: Node m moves within range of node n at time t 0 by reaching the boundary de ned by R eq and is assumed to be located at a random point around the boundary. Theorem 5.1 Node Activation: If node n moves according to a random ad-hoc mobility pro le, < n ; n ; 2 n >, and node m activates at time t 0 within a uniform random distance from node n and moves according to a random ad- 
Theorem 5.2 Link Activation: Let < n ; n ; 2 n > and < m ; m ; 2 m >, be the random ad-hoc mobility pro les of node n and node m, respectively and assume that and a link activates between n and m at time t 0 such that m is located at a uniform random point exactly R eq from n, then the link availability is distributed according to the following expression, where I 0 is a modi ed Bessel function of the rst kind, and m;n is de ned in equation 8: 10 The transmission range of a mobile node is assumed to be bounded by an area with a hexagonal shape of radius R. Req 0:91R is the radius of the approximating circle with the same area 14]. According to the assumption of independent link failures, path availability is given by: The event which activated the link: (1) Node activation at time t 0 , or (2) nodes moving into range of each other at time t 0 . Based on this information, any node in an ( ; t)?Cluster can estimate, at any time , the availability of a link at time t + . This can be achieved because each node knows the initial link activation time t 0 , hence, link availability is evaluated over the interval (t 0 ; t + ). Nodes can use conditional probability to evaluate the availability of their own links because they have direct knowledge of such a link's status at time , whereas, remote nodes do not.
Speci cally, for an incident link which activated at time t 0 , a node will evaluate the availability at time t, given that it is available at time t 0 .
In this section the random ad-hoc mobility model was developed and Theorems-5.1 and 5.2 show how this model can be used to quantify the probability that a link will be available between two nodes after an interval of duration t. shows how this model can be extended to completely characterize the availability of multi-hop paths across an ad-hoc network depending upon the initial status of each link in the path and assuming independent failures of each link. Although it was not considered directly in these models, the extension to include node failure or deactivation can be made by considering the link failure probabilities conditioned on the status of the nodes. The total probability of link failure will then consist of the weighted contribution due to mobility and to the failure of at least one of the nodes.
Simulation
The performance of the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy can be assessed according to a variety of measures which broadly fall into two distinct categories, namely, those which capture the dynamic properties of the ( ; t)?Cluster protocol with respect to cluster stability and protocol e ciency, and those which characterize the packet level performance such as delay and throughput. The dynamic packet level performance depends substantially upon the properties of the underlying routing protocols and medium access control schemes, whereas, the inherent stability and e ciency of the ( ; t)?Cluster protocol can be evaluated by considering the following objectives: The ( ; t)?Cluster protocol should (1) adapt to node mobility by dynamically changing the cluster size according to the ( ; t)-criteria, (2) provide an e ective infrastructure which is more stable than the unclustered network, and (3) achieve cluster maintenance with minimal communications overhead.
Based on the routing methodology discussed in Subsection 3.2, the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy reduces to a atrouted, reactive strategy when node mobility is very high on a persistent basis. The dynamic tra c performance in this worst case scenario is characterized by the performance of the inter-cluster routing protocol which has previously been reported in the literature 11]. However, network dynamics will not always be this severe. Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect that communications among nodes which are physically close together will be typical in many ad-hoc network applications. Consequently, the probability of communications among nodes in the same or nearby clusters is expected to be high. As demonstrated by the simulation results reported in this section, the control message overhead required to achieve clustering is insigni cant even at very high link failure rates. Therefore, the clustering overhead is expected to have little e ect upon delay and throughput characteristics. Thus, the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy will be able to provide improved tra c-level performance relative to a reactive routing strategy|without requiring signi cant control overhead. Based upon the above observations, a simulation model was developed to evaluate the inherent stability and ecieny of the ( ; t)?Cluster protocol. Speci cally, the sim-ulation was used to measure the strategy's e ectiveness in terms of mean performance metrics including the mean cluster size, the probability of a node being clustered, the mean node residence time within a given cluster, the mean cluster survival time, and the per-node control message processing rate. The remainder of this section discusses the simulation model and presents analysis of the results.
The simulation was developed to model an ad-hoc network in which nodes activate and deactivate according to exponential distributions. Once active, each node moved according to the mobility model presented in Section 5 of this paper. A range of node mobility with mean speeds between 5:0 to 25:0 kilometers-per-hour (kph) were simulated. The speeds during each mobility epoch were Normally distributed, and the direction was uniformly distributed over (0; 2 ) 11]. Each node changed its speed and direction at random times. Although the simulation and the analytical models for link availability support distributions which include random pause-times 4], this performance evaluation assumed nodes to be in constant motion. Thus, extreme node mobility was used to produce a maximally dynamic environment. Link activations and failures were detected through a process running on each node that modeled a periodic link-sensing function. This was achieved by adjusting the new positions of all the nodes in the simulation according to their current position, speed and direction, and checking the distance between the sensing node and all other nodes.
The results reported in this section were based upon a node activation rate of 250 nodes-per-hour. The mean-time to node deactivation was 1 hour. Using an approach similar to 11], nodes were initially randomly activated within a bounded region of 5x5 kilometers (km). Nodes which moved beyond this boundary were no longer considered to be part of the ad-hoc network and were e ectively deactivated. Each node's actions within the boundary were determined according to the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm described in Section 4. An ideal link-state protocol was assumed for the distribution of topology information within each cluster; topology updates were sent to every node in the cluster following any link activation or failure detected by a clustered node according to the requirements of Subsection 5.3. Link availability was estimated for the entire cluster topology by each node following link failures or the expiration of the node's -timer according to the methodology presented in Subsection 5.3. Finally, ( ; t)?path availability was evaluated using Dijkstra's algorithm.
For each simulation run, data was collected by sampling the network status once per second over an observation interval of 1 hour. The rst 2 hours of each run were discarded to eliminate transient e ects, and each simulation was re-run 10 times with new random seeds. Results are shown for two cases of transmission range, namely, R eq = 1:0 km, and R eq = 0:5 km. For the case of R eq = 1:0 km, results are shown for = 0:4 using two values of t, 1 minute and 5 minutes. For the case of R eq = 0:5 km, results are shown for t = 1 minute using two values of , 0:4 and 0:2. These values, although not comprehensive, demonstrate a wide range of possible values for the system parameters. Furthermore, the node mobility model is intended to demonstrate the behavior of clustering under the worst case scenario as typi ed by the totally random movement of nodes over a wide range of speeds. Subject to these harsh conditions, it is physically impossible to achieve signi cantly high probabilities of path availability. Consequently, relatively low values were used for in the simulations. While this limits the path availability bound which can be guaranteed, the simulation results show that it does not e ect cluster stability. Figure-6(a) and (b) show the e ects of mobility on mean cluster size. The results show the adaptive property of the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm, and, also, the signi cant effect due to the nodes' e ective transmission range. It is worthwhile to point out that it is unlikely that very low range transmitters could e ectively be used in ad-hoc networks with nodes moving at high rates of speed, unless the nodes are moving together. These results demonstrate a desirable feature of the ( ; t)?Cluster protocol, namely, that it adapts cluster size to node mobility. Speci cally, it maintains larger clusters under lower mobility to bene t from more optimal routing, while reducing cluster size in response to greater mobility.
Figure-6(c) and (d) show the e ects of mobility on the probability that a node is clustered. The results demonstrate a desirable property of the ( ; t)?Cluster protocol, namely, that nodes still remain clustered with high probability even at high rates of mobility. It is interesting to observe the e ects of the system parameters on this metric. Speci cally, for the case of R eq = 1 km, and the value of t = 1 minute, nodes remain clustered with probability :90 even at the highest mobility rates. However, if the ( ; t)-criteria demands ( ; t)?paths over a 5 minute interval, then the node's ability to achieve clustering collapses above 20 kph. For the case of R eq = :5 km, a similar e ect is observed for variations in . Lower values of permit nodes to cluster more easily, although, referring to , the clusters are signi cantly smaller.
Figures-6(e) through (h) demonstrate additional stability properties of the ( ; t)?Cluster . Residence time is de ned as the time a node remains resident in a given cluster. Longer residence times are desirable, although taken in conjunction with the probability of being clustered, smaller residence times can still be acceptable in terms of system performance. This is true because the overhead of clustering in the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy is minimal. The enormous jump in residence time at 25 kph observed in Figure- 6(e) is due to the very low probability of a node actually being clustered at that rate; therefore, the number represents a very small portion of the nodes in the network. Had the simulation included pause-times, it is likely that cluster residence times would increase substantially. Cluster survival time was measured by taking, at each sampling instant, the amount of elapsed time each currently active cluster had existed. Thus, it represents a measure of cluster lifetime. A stable cluster topology should have relatively long cluster lifetimes. The link failure rates that were observed in these simulations range from less than 1 failure-per-second at the lower mobility, to upwards of 2 to 3 failures-per-second at the higher rates. Similar rates were observed for link activations. Given the high rates of link failure that were observed, the cluster survival times shown in Figure-6 (g) and (h) are reasonable.
Finally, the rate of control messages processed per-node, as depicted in Figure-6 (i) for R eq = 1 km (Similar results were seen for R eq = :5 km), provides a measure of the eciency of the ( ; t)?Cluster algorithm. This was measured by counting the number of routing updates, including those required to join and leave clusters, that were processed by each node every second. It is interesting to observe that the algorithm essentially protects the nodes from the effects of topology changes as node mobility increases. The shape of the curve can be explained as follows: The initial increase in the received message rate is due to the substantial increase in topology changes. Although the cluster size is diminished, it is more than compensated for by the increased rate of node clustering activity and topology changes. Finally, the algorithm's adaptive property drives the message rate down by reducing the cluster size signicantly as mobility increases beyond 10 kph. In this section a simulation model was developed in order to show the e ectiveness of the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy in terms of its inherent properties, namely, adaptiveness to node mobility, cluster stability, and protocol e ciency. The results demonstrate the scheme performs well and is well adapted to meet its stated objectives in the environments for which it has been designed to operate.
Conclusions
The ( ; t)?Cluster framework de nes a strategy for adaptively organizing ad-hoc networks into clusters in which the probability of path availability between nodes is bounded over time. The purpose of this dynamic arrangement is to support an adaptive hybrid approach to routing that is e cient under all conditions, yet can achieve more optimal routing when mobility patterns favor it. The concept of the ( ; t)-path was introduced and analytical models were developed that show how these paths can be evaluated. The ( ; t)-criteria was de ned which speci es the conditions required for the management of ( ; t)?Clusters. Finally, an algorithm was described which e ciently maintains the cluster topology with very little additional processing or inter-nodal coordination. Simulation results show the inherent adaptive properties and stability of the ( ; t)?Cluster protocol. Based upon the proposed routing methodology it was argued that existing reactive routing strategies provide a lower bound on the tra c-level performance of the ( ; t)?Cluster strategy and that in most cases the performance will be improved. Future work includes detailed analysis of tra c-level performance, and adaptation of admission and connection control algorithms to support probabilistic QoS guarantees using the ( ; t)?Cluster According to the analysis in Subsection 5.1 of this paper, the joint mobility problem can be transformed into a single node mobility problem. Assume that node n is located at the center of a circular region of radius R eq , and that node m is located within a uniform random distance 0 C R eq along a uniform random trajectory angle over (0; 2 ). The equivalent direction of m is uniform over (0; 2 ), and the distance, R m;n (t), moved in time t is approximately Raleigh distributed. In the node activation case, m is assumed to activate at time t 0 anywhere within a distance of R eq from n with equal probability. Figure-9 illustrates the relationship among these variables. Consequently, the probability that m is still within a distance of R eq at time t is the probability that the equivalent distance it travels in that time is less than the distance to the boundary of the approximating circle given by the distribution of Z. This probability is equivalent to the link availability as expressed in De nition-5.5:
A m;n (t) Pr(R m;n (t) < Z) (11) This probability can be evaluated using the result of In transforming the joint node mobility problem into a single node, xed reference mobility problem, node m moves in an equivalent direction which is uniform over (0; 2 ), and node n remains in a xed position. Over an interval of length t, the distance, R m;n (t), moved by node m relative to node n is approximately Raleigh distributed. Figure-10 illustrates the relationship among R eq ; Z; R m;n (t) and m;n .
Proceeding in the same manner as in the derivation of Theorem-5.1, the link availability is determined according to Equation-11. However, the direction of node m is uniform over (0; 2 ); whereas, the direction of Z is uniform over (0; ). Consequently, conditional probability must be used to solve the link availability problem as follows: Pr(R m;n (t) < Z) = (13) Pr(R m;n (t) < Zj0 m;n )P r(0 m;n ) + Pr(R m;n (t) < Zj m;n 2 )P r( m;n 2 )
The conditional distribution of R m;n (t) for 0 m;n can be determined as follows, where m;n is de ned in Equation 
